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SUBJECT Flow and Transport Through Unsaturated
Fractured Rock--Related to High-Level
Radioactive Waste Disposal--Workshop V

DATE AND PLACE January 7-10, 1991 Radisson Suite Hotel,-

Tucson, AZ.

AUTHORS R. Green (Principal Author), G. Wittmeyer, J.
Russell, B. Sagar, W. Murphy, R. Ababou, A.
Brown (Adrian Brown Consultants, Inc.), Mark
Logsdon, (Adrian Brown consultants, Inc.)

PERSONS PRESENTI See Attached List

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE
The Hydrology and Water Resources Department of the University of
Arizona has held a series of workshops in conjunction with their
ongoing NRC-sponsored project on flow and transport through
unsaturated rock.

The purpose of the workshops has been to provide representatives of
the NRC, the University and Arizona and the technical community an
opportunity to have open and informal technical discussions Iconcerning flow and transport through unsaturated fractured rock.
This workshop is the fifth of this series that began in August,
1982.

The workshop was partially funded by the Center for Nuclear Waste
Regulatory Analyses as of Task 2, Develop TechnicalInterchange opportunities,partof the overall Research Project. The
funds were supplied for use in the organization and the operation
of the workshop and the preparation of the workshop proceedings.

SUMMARY OF PERTINENT POINTS
The workshop was divided into three categories of interactionst
guided tours of the laboratory and field experiments; technical
presentations with associated discussions; and open discussions or.
directed topics. The workshop agenda is included with this
document.

Proceedings of the technical presentations are to be published
in the future as a NUREG. Preprints of some of the presentations
were available at the workshop. Copies of these proprints are
located in the library at the CNWRA for reference. 1

SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES:

Laboratory and Field Tourg
The University of Arizona staff were available for presentation and
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' discussion of the laboratory experiments on the morning of Monday,
January 7, 1991.

A field trip to the Apache Leap site (APS) was conducted on
Tuesday, January 8, 1991. Visited during the field trip were the
site for cross borehole investigations, the asscciated series of
boreholes for use in geophysical investigations, the watershed
investigation, the knoll site for the proposed heater experiment,
the discussion point for the geochemical investigations and the
location of the USGS dry and wet borehole drilling and gas sampling
investigations. The personnel associated with each of the various
activities were available for presentation and discussion during
the field trip.

Inchnical Presentations
There were four half-day sessions for technical presentations. The
topics of these four sessions were overview and general
information presentations; flow and transport; nonisothermal
multiphase flow and transport; and gas and aqueous tracers. The
prestatations and associated discussions were typically 30 minutes.
The nature of the technical presentations was varied. Several
presentations were general in nature, such as conceptual approaches
to areas of technical concern or summaries of the state-of-
knowledge on specified topics. However, most talks were directed
toward presentation of progress-to-date on various technical issues
of interest. Included in this latter category were the
presentations of recently calculated or measured data sets.
Several presentations also included results of numerical and
analytical simulations.

Technical Discussions
Additional open discussions were held on areas of particular
concern. Included in this category were discussions of travel
times and release rates, the proposed heater test and areas of
future research. Summaries of the these directed studies are
included below.

Travel Times and Release Rates

The discussion was lead by R. Green who briefly summarized the
groundwater travel time (GWTT) and release rate issue. The
presentation commenced with a statement that the following summary
was predicated on the assumption that the intent of the GWTT rule
is to provide a measure of the performance of the geologic setting.
As part of the introductory comments, four categories of
alternatives to resolution of the GWTT issue Vere identified.
These four categories are as follows:

1) Maintain the GWTT rule as stated in 10 CFR 60.113 (a) (2) .

2) Maintain the GWTT rule as stated in 10 CFR 60.113 (a) (2) ,
however, provide additional clarifying language.
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3) Xeep GWM as the peiformance measure of the geologic
tetting but change the language of the rule.

4) Raplace GWTT as the performance measure of the geologic
setting.

A discussion participant made an initial comment regarding the GWTTt

rule as it was originally formulated. The rule was intended for
horizontal, saturated, Darcian (Darcy velocity, not Darcian regime)
flow and not seepage velocity. The compliance boundary of five km
defining _the accessible environment was totally arbitrary. The
phrases " fastest path" and "likely radionuclide travel" - were
caveats added later by others. An additional comment was made that
the rule was initially drafted for Hanford, a saturated site and
not an unsaturated site such as Yucca Mt.
All the suggestions to resolve the travel time and release rate
issue can . be placed into categories - 2) and 3) of the above

-

mentioned categorjes. There was no support for the rule as stated
(category 1) wxcept for concerns that any change of the rule would
lead to litigation and raise suspicions with the public. There v

were no suggestions in support of replacing GWTT with a-distinctly _.
- alternative measure of performance for the geologic setting

; (category 4).- Although several of the comments were those that
supported the GWTT rule as stated but with additional clarifying
language to resolve- ambiguities (category 2), there were no

= suggestions - for specific language that could clarify the rule as
written. Most of the comments could be placed in category 3-- !.
retaining GWTF'as the measure of performance of - the geologic

,setting but changing the language.

There were a _ few suggestions for- alternatives to the GWTT rule
i

although none of the - alternatives were stated with specific
language..:A proposal was made to use GW7f in a broad sense of the
tera as the performance standard but sensure the travel time or the
release rate in terms of dosages, cumulative release or cumulative
release rates. A second suggestion was to use some sort of
integrated measure of the performance of the geologic setting,
similar to what is used with hazardous waste. There were several
other general suggestions to use an integrated measure of release-

rates, or groundwater, but without specific language. A suggestion
for a more accurate description of measuring the uncertaintv of
GWTT was by estimating the dispersion of groundwater Yelocities.

General comments vere offered that suggested that if groundwater
velocity was retained as the . asasure of the performance of the 'l
geologic setting, 'then a statistical type ._of definition was
required (e.g. 95% of the fastest groundwater velocities). There
was no support - of- attempting to identify the ~ exact fastest
groundwater particle.

There_was one recommendation to use the existence or nonexistence
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E of a fracture pathway through the - mountain as a measure of the
performance of the geologic setting. Although GWTT is not4

! explicitly stated in this alternative, the ease with which
groundwater can flow through the geologic medium is the essence of

[ the parformance measure, therefore, it is considered a variation of
| the GWTT rule. Additionally there were comments concerning the
i possibility of incorporating either the adsorptive characteristics
j of the medium into the performance measure of the geologic setting ,

j or the use of groundwater tracers as a technique to quantify GWTT.

There were additional comments that are-not contained within the
structured ' categories listed above. One comment addressed the
concept.of ' defense in depth' and ' multi-barriered systen'. The
suggestion was to include the performance of the engineered barrier
system with the geologic setting and assign a single performance-

measure to both of them. Along this same approach, a suggestion
was made to eliminate the requirement to meet the criteria stated
in 10 CFR 60 and only be required to meet the EPA standard (40 CFR
191). -

-Apache-Leap site Proposed Heater Test

The phases of the proposed heater test were presented by D. Evans..
A summary cf the discussion of the test'follows.

,

>

Initial and boundarv conditiona Use the installation of 1-3
early (FY91) boreholes around the perimeter of the knoll which
are equipped with sensors to determine the baseline properties
(moisture content, matric pressure, temperature, etc.) of the.

knoll.- This may be completed prior to resolution of exactly
how to proceed on' subsequent tasks. It was . suggested to
continue collecting the data as baseline data even after the
experiment had started if the locations are sufficiently.far
from the heater.

It-was suggested to use dry drilling vorsus wet-drilling, in
light. of. the fact that the impact of dry drilling upon the
subsurface will.last a few weeks as compared to wet drilling ,

whose impact could lact for as long as a year.
'

There was discussion but no- res-Ntion on how to treat the
- upper boundary. - The two promine- ,>ssibilities were to leave
the surface as is and to treat- tn; 9oundary as a constant flux
(whatever it may be) or to cover the surf ace of ?.he knoll with
an impermeable material and treat the boundary as a no-flow
boundary.-

Should the heater borehole be vertical or horisontal? If the
,

borehole is horizontal, it would be easier to intersect <

fractures. There was no resolution of this topic.

There was discussion as to if the heater should be located to

4
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sinutate. probable ' failure : mechanisms at Yucca Mt. It was I

subsequently suggested .that their' experiment should not be
turned into an analog for Yucca Mt.

There was additional discussion given to-the wind effect that
|could;cause the. knoll to breathe.

ILgatgr_ test location The prospect of_ placing tho' heater!.a a
tunnel rather than-in-a borehole was discussed. The benefit ~-
of; return versus- cost was discussed. There was also
discussion of placing a tunnel or chamber underneath a heater

- emplaced -in a- borehole in the knoll for the purpose of
providing a means to collect infiltrating water over a larger
volume.- It was. stated that funding constraints would probably
-limit - the- selection ' choices to placing the heater in a
borehole from the surface and not from a tunnel.
garca term. never and temoaratura- The advantages and
disadvantages of employing a source of constant-power versun-
constant temperature were . discussed. - There were several
suggestions to construct che source as a mp-function and not
as a constant. By using a stepped source, the possibility of
irreversibly impacting the-structure, geochemistry, etc. of
the' host geology will be reduced.-

There' were suggestions to emplace liquid and vapor tracers in
the source region-so as to more easily identify liquid and
vapor flow paths.-

,

There was- also aj suggestion to placs samples of candidate
metals for. canisters at the source area to be able to assess
the geochemical'effect of the local liquid water and' water-

-

vapor upon : the metals. A : concern that such instals' could
adversely affect geophysical measurements was raised.--

g,g g y r locations' The study site - should be pre-modeled to
provide the best estimate for sensor location.

gggphysical instrn==ntation- Geophysical instrumentation was-
suggested .for several _ applications. = Included in - these-
applications ~ were the use of geophones and extensiometers for

. detecting micro-fracture- generation- and the- .use - _of
electromagnetic methods to help monitor the heater experiment.

Concluding remarks The question of the accessibility cf the
DOE - sponsored G-tunnel heater experiment ' data was. Sed.
There;was no-definitive response to:this question, of As
-pornonnel expressed an interest to visit LLNL to discuss the
G-Tunnel experiment results prior to finalizing the-plans for
.the~ proposed-Apache: Leap Site heater test.

,

- There;were several suggestions during the discussion to keep
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the experiment as simple as possible. Additional discussion
on this topic ' included comments to - the effect that this-
opportunity should be used to include as much in this heater
experiment as possible.

.

- Thare was some concern expressed that' the proposed field
hen ar test- would- provide an insufficient amount of
quantitatively significant data to allow definitive modeling.

. There were comments that the test appeared to be a repetition

. of the G-tunnel. heater experiment. A question was raised that
if this-is tae case, what is the purpose of repeating the
experiment. There was additional discussion that the G-tunnel,

experiment or- at least portions of that experiment merited
repetition. Additional discussion was directed to identifying
those technical areas not addressed by the G-tunnel heater
experiment that should be addressed in the proposed ALs field
heater *Wesriment.

Future Remarch
!

I
The discussion group was divided into six groups of eight to ten I

. participants for the purpose of formulating lists of prioritized
technical _ qtw3tione which could be haswered through reasonable

-

research 'onduvers t.o yield improved estimates of travel times and
radionuclide raload,u for a high-level nuclear waste repository in
unsaturated fractured rock. There were two groups assigned to each
of thengeneral topics of geochemistry, modeling and experimental

; - methods, although the groups were not restricted to their
particular topic. Each of-the groues reported their list of ten

| prioritized research topics to the full discussion group. The'

finalized list of research topics will be ' included with the
.

published proceedings of the workshop. )
INPRESSIONS/00NCLUSIONSI-

l

; The' workshop' presented a kaleidoscope view of the condition of the
.

.

-: unsaturated flow.and transport through unsaturated fractured rock _|
4

t research program:: interesting and useful pure research;> elegant
,

: theory; -- detective : work 'and _ useful- 'information. Difficulties I
remain :with modeling theories and applications. Many of the
difficulties 11e in the fact that basic features and processes an -1

not yet sufficiently understood. some of these are matrix /fract"~ ;
interactions, heterogeneities, channeling, boundary conditions an '

'

flux rates.

Although many technical questions remain, the understanding offered
by the - participants at Workshop V is much broader and greatly

' enhanced as compared to the basic understanding presented by the
participants at the first workshop held in August, 1982. Given
that -the- driving force-_ of the offorts in 1982 was to begin to

- establish a preliminary data base and to - lay the groundwork to

6
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understand the physics behind unsaturated flow and transport,
researchers at workshop V indicated that they were attempting to
structure their research toward accommodating the goals set forth
in the regulations (10 CFR 60 and 40 CFR 191) . Various researchers
commented tnat striving for this goal insured that their efforts
would be relevant to the stated problem and not in pursuit of a
heuristic, albeit related, academic goal.
PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED

None

PENDING ACTION:

None

RECOMMENDATIONS

Although the workshop started most days at 8:00 AM and often lasted
until 10:00 PM with discussion groups at night, there was not
sufficient time for discussion associated with the presentations.
It is recommended that the number of talks be curtailed and that
additional time be used Dr _ discussion. The presentations should
be constrained to their current length of 25-30 minutes.

It is recommended to name the future workshops 'The Evans Workshop'
in recognition of past efforts by D. Evans without whose efforts
the first five workshops would not have been possible.
SIGNATURE

$4 ~ . ihaln
'Ron Green Date/ I

'

Senior Research Scientist,
Hydrogeologist I

g (M /3/ I

Jo @ . Russel" ~ Date |
Manager,

!
Geological Setting

Y Sk- tw wcP 1|20 | 91 |
-Wesley C.'Patr[ck J Date
Technical DireMtor
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WORKSHOP V

ORGANIZATION AND PROGRAM

Workahop V - Flow and Transport Through Uneaturated Fractured Rock -
Related to High-Level Radioactive Waste Disposal

Sponsored try - Nucieer Reguistory Commiselon
Center for Nucieer Waste Reguistory Anafyses
UrWorsky of Artsons

Date and Place - January 710,1991
Radisson Suite Hotel

6666 E. Speedway
Tucson, AZ 86710

'

(602) 721 7100
(800) 333 4333

Orw nq- Thomas J. NLW., NRC.RES/WM8
Committee Donald L Chery, NRC NMSSfrR

John L Russel, CNWRA
M Yang, USGS/Derwer
Daniel D. Evans, Coordinator

Dept. of Hydrology and Water Hosources
University of Arizone, Tucson, AZ 86721
Tel: (802) 6217118
Fec (802) 621 1422

General Scope - Physicei, chemical and mydad processes and relevant !
parameters, experimented methods and results, modeling -

.

as reisted to water Sow and transport of contaminente j
throagh unsaturated fractured rock

Schedule ' Jan 7 Monday a.m. Open House, Dept. of HW and Water
Resources, University of Artzone
Monday p m. Technical Seseson, Radisson Suite Hotel

Jar! 9 Tuesday Fleid Trip, Apache Leap tun Site

Jan 9 Wednesday Technical Sessione, Radioson Suite Hotel

Jan 10 Thursday e.m. Technical Session, Radisson Suite Hotel
Thuredey p.m. Future Research Seselon, Radisson Suite Hotel

Regletration Fee - $126.00

g ] g % i A h ,. e ';t
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TentatNe Program

Workshop V

(Same Titles are Tentathe as of 12/19/90)

Monday Moming . 01/07/91

8:30 to noon Open House at the Department of Hydrology and Water Resources,
UnNondy of Artzona.

Monday Aftemoon -

12:30 Registration in Radisson Suite Hotel Foyer

General Chairperson: Tom Nicholson, RES/NRC, Selon B
1

1:00 Introdumxy remarks - Den Evene, V of AZ,
1:15 Peeformance nama==nent/tr a.9eckte ressenth -n

Budhi SeGar, CNWRA
,

1:46 Hydic-;+%:-ye leeues at Yucca Mour,tain: Findings of a DOE peer review Iteam - Alan Freeze, USC
i

2:15 On the r'"+4ep between ' WirWcs, content are model structure:-

AdvoctNo travel (thme) versus dispersson -
SNomo Neuman, U of AZ.

2:46 Broek
3:00 Tracer tmneport in fracture sydams - Yvonne Tenng, UK,
3:30 How does equitrium condnuum compare with fracture /matttx

interacdone? - Tom Suecheck and John Nitmo, LLNL
l4:00 Update on INTRAVAL/ Phase il Cases - Thomas Nk,hciecri, NRC and

Chartle Voss, Golder and Associates
4:30 Does the wind tsow through Yucca Mountain? - Ed Weeks, USGS, Denver
4:40 Discussion
5:00 Adjoum
5:30 R@

Monday Evening

7:00 11:00 INTRAVAL Phase i Worldn0 Group. Charlie Voss, Lander, Rm 101
8:00 10:00 Travel times and reisees rates . Discussiort Ron Green, Laeder, Salon B

|
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Tuesday Momin0 and Aftemoon 01/08/91

Fleid discussions Apache Leap Tuff Site - Leadere: Todd Reemuseen and Mke Suty

8:00 Leave hotel with best lunch
10:30 Anive et fleid stetfons - subgroups rotate among sites

1, Cross borehole testing / geophysics site - Mke Suty, U d AZ.
2. Geochemkal alta - Randy Bessett, U of AZ.
3, Watershed site - Ingrid Anderson, U of AZ,
4. _Hester experiment alto - Todd Rasmussen, U of AZ.
5. Gas sampling alto - Al Yang, USGS
6. Prototype drEing et Apache Leap - Roy C. Long, DOE

3:00 Leave fleid altes
5:15 Arrive et hotel

Tuesday Eming

7:00 Group Dinner, Hidden Veiley Inn

*

Wednesday Moming 01/09/91 -

Pk.w ad Treneport, Chairperson: John Russed, CNWRA, Selon 5

| 2 00 Physical. chemical properties of thin water ftme - John Cushm Purdue Ur*.
|. 3:30 Chereotertretion of hydraulle rock proporties and ver1Reedon through modeling - Alan Alt t,
L' UsoS/Las vegee
'

S:00 Unesturated flow Laboratory studies using wekled and nonweided tuff - Falah Thamir,
USGS Derwer

. 10:00 Break
I- 10:20 leaues reisted to modeung - 85 Ford, NRC/NMSS
!- 10:50 Uneaturated flow and transport modeling - Rachid Absoou, CNWRA

11:20 Hystersels Measurement - Loneine Flint, Fenix & Scisson
11:50 Discuselon

- 12:00 - Group Lunch
|

Wedneedey Anemoon

l
Nonleathermal multiphase low and transport. Chairperson: Kersten Pruess, LBL, Selon 8

.

1:16 - Coupled processes - Chin Fu Teeng, L8L
1:46 Fleid heater test, G tunnel - Tom Buscheck, LLNL
2:46 Break
3:00 Sletus of noniecthermal modeling at Yucca Mountain - Rex Weecott, NRC/NMSS
3:30 Noniecthermal laboratory experimental results - Ron Green, CNWRA
4:00 Modelh0 2 phase nonisothermal flow - Kersten Prueen, L8L,

i= 4:30 Matertel heterogeneides and flow - Roger Eaton, Sandia
4:40 Discussion
5:00 Adjoum

| Wedneedey Eversa
!

7:30 MW fleid heeler experiment: Discussion - Den Evans, U of AZ, Dhalan Leader,
Selon 8

#<
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Thuredey Moming .01/10/91

Gas and aqueous tracers. Chairperson: N Yang, USGS/Derwer, Salon 8

8:00 Evolustion of tracers for hydiciogic studies et Yuoca Mountain - Robert Bowman, New
Max. Tech.

8:30 The carbon dicodde and carbon Me of gases from borehole UZ 6 et Yucca Mountain -
Donsid C. Thorstenson, USGS/Reston

0.00 Flow and transport through unesturated rock at Yucce rnotwin: Preliminary stable and
radioactive 4eotope anskyses Al Yang, USGS/Derwer

9:30 Stable and tracer lootopic studies of hydrogenic deposits mW at Trench 14. Nevada
Ten Ste, Nevada - John S. StucMesa, USGS/Dorwer

10:00 Break
10:20 lootopic tracer for water and solute timements in desert soas - Fred Philips, New Max.

Tech,

10:50 DM W
12:00 Group Lunch

Thursday Aftemoon

1:15 Future Reeserch Session
CoChairpersons: Don Chery, Jr., NRC; Den Evarm, U of AZ, Salon B

Objective: To arWe et IIsts of pde L.3d technical questions which could be answered
through reasonable research endeavors to yield improved estimates of
travel times and radionuclide reisenes for a high4evel nuclear waste
repostory In unsaturated fractured rock.

Procedure:

1. Pardcip ,, are dMded into subgroups with a designated group leader and reporter
for each subgroup

2. Each participant independendy prepares a list d 10 technicei questione considered
of highest priorty (should be completed prior to the session)

3. Questions are presented to the subgroup, one 16st et a time with no discussion or
elaboration

4. The lists of 10 queadons are combined and edted for dupilcedone to form a single
list

5. Each participant selects the 20 most important queadons and ranks thsm from 1
to 20, wth 1 being of highest priortty

a. The rartirw are tested and the 20 wth the kwest scores are arranged in
ascending order

7. Each of the 20 queWtone is wrtten et the top of a separate pad of paper.
Participants write brief statements of justincadon and research approaches on pad
for each queadon in tum

8. Group leader leads h * of products generated. The group summertzes its
enorts for reporting to the complete group

9. Each subgroup gives a brief presentaban to the entire gmup and each reporter
proports a witten report for induelon in the final workshop report.

Thursday Evening

7:30 INTRAVAL Worldng Group i moedng. (M perJey L are invted)
Group Chairman: Tom Nicholson, NRC/RES, Rocm 101

FUi1TET!?OHUC M
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Ust of Participants
u. WORKSHOP V

,

Rachid Ababon
.

Ralph Cady
Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses RES/WMB NL/S 260
6220 Culebra Road U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commianian

: Drawer 28510 Washington, D.C. 200555
San Antonio,TX 78284 (301) 492 3856-
(512) 552 2583

John Cushman
Department of Agronomy

Alonzo Arredondo Purdue University
Dept of Geosciences, Box 164 West Lafayette,IN 47907
Texas A&1 University (317) 494-8040
Klagswils, TX ' 78363-

(512) 595 3310
Jack Daemen -
Dept of Mining Engineering

Robert Baca MacKay School of Mines
EG& G Idaho University of Nevada Reno
P.O. Box 1625 Reno, NV 89557 0139
MS 2107 (702)'4 4 6961
Idaho Falls,ID 83415

(208) 326 1295
Roger Eaton
Division 1511

Ronald L. Ballard Sandia National Laboratories
- U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commianiaa P.O. Box 5800
' NMSS/HLGP, MS 4H3 Alboquerque, NM 87185 -

Washington, D.C. 205$5 (505) 844-4063
(301) 492 3462

Alan Flint
Robert Bowmaa U.S. Geological Surwy
Dept. of G== laaea P.O. Bos 327

q
New Mexico Institute of- Mercury, NV 89023
Mining and Technology 0 02) 295 5805 ,

Socorro, NM 87801 '

(505) 835 5992
Lorraine Flint
Fenix and Scisson, Inc. I

Adrian Brown P.O.Bos327 |

AB Consults,Inc. Mercury, NV 89023 ' .|
155 S. Madison St., #302 (702) 295 5805
Denwr, CO 80209 |

William H. Ford
i Toes Buscheck NMSS/TR, MS 4H3
Lawrence Liwrmore National Laboratory U.S. Nacisar Regalatory C-W

' MS L 208 - Washingsaa, D.C. 20555 1

' P.O. Box 808 (301) 492 0506
uwemore,'CA 94550
(415) 4D 9390
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Allen Frecas . Donald L Chery, Jr.
3755 Nico Wynd Dr. NMSS/TR, MS 4H3

|White Rock, British Columbia U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comminian i

Canada V4A5Z4 Wahiatgaa, D.C. 20555
(604) 943-4828 (301) 492 3461

l
:

David Gallegos ' Charles Kincaid
;Division 6416 Pacific Northwat Laboratories

Sandia National Laboratories Battelle Blvd.
P.O. Box 5800 Richland, WA 99352
Albuquerque, NM 87185 (509) 376 8324
(505) 844 6218

Ed Kwicklis
Glenden Gee U.S. Geological Surwy
Pacific Northwest Laboratory Denwr Federal Center
P.O. Box 999 P.O. Box 25046, MS 421
Richland, WA 99352 Denver, CO 80225
(509) 376-8424 (333) 236 6280

Ronald Green Linda Lehman .

Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses L 14hman and Associates, Inc.
6220 Culebra Road 1103 W. Burnsville Pkwy #209
Drawer 28510 Mia=Wh, MN 55337
San Antonio,TX 78284 (612) 894-0357
(512) 522 5305

Roy C. Long
Richard Hill Department of Energy
Dept. of Meeha-W Eneneering Yucca Mountain Project Office
New Mexico State Unhersity P.O. Box 96608
Las Cruces, NM 88004 Las Vegas, NV 89193 8606
(505) 646-4342 - (702) 794 7503

Dwight Hoxie Swen O. Magnuson
U.S. Geological Surwy EGAG Idaho, Inc.
Box 25046, MS 421 P.O. Box 1625/MS 2107
Denver Federal Center Idaho Falls, ID 83402
Denwr, CO 80225

(208) 525 1816
(303) 236 5019

Tun Margulics
iJoe Pearson, Jr. RES/WMB, MS NL/S 206

1304 We.Inut Hill Lane, Suite 210 U.S. Nucicar Regulatory Commission
Irving, TX 75038 Washington, D.C. 20555
(214) 550 1688 (301) 492 3847
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James McCord Martin Ott
Diwaion 6416 MS J514
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